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Abstrat. Many hanges in the urriulum of mathematis have been made during

a few last years. Frequent hanges arry ertain onsequenes. Pupils whih �nish

high shool may possess di�erent knowledge in di�erent years. This is beause they

may have various ranges of eduational material (di�erent from those of their older

or younger olleagues). Additionally, some parts of shool mathematial material

are more di�ult to learn than others. Unfortunately, sometimes teahers tend to

treat them ursorily. The planimetry is suh a spei� �eld of mathematis whih

requires spei� thinking and analysis. It is neessary to redue suh di�erenes in

knowledge and skills, to supplement laks of knowledge of students of the �rst year

mathematis study. It is neessary to use the suitable tools to do this quikly and

e�etive. Utilization of interative GeoGebra based simulations and visualizations

may be helpful in suh a situation. Perfet o-operation with the interative white-

board and possibility of delivering didati materials by Internet are their additional

advantage.

We will show examples of suh materials relating to similarities in our presenta-

tion. They are a part of developing projet � the ourse of geometrial transforma-

tions on the plane. It is addressed to students of the �rst year of mathematis study.

However, these materials an be used at high shool level during additional ativities

aording to pupils interests.
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1. Introdution

During several reent years we observe many hanges made in Polish urriu-

lum of mathematis. Frequent hanges bring ertain onsequenes. Pupils

�nishing the seondary shool next years an possess di�erent knowledge.

Pupils �nishing high shool in suessive years an possess di�erent knowl-

edge, beause they are obliged by somewhat di�erent range of the material

(di�erent from the range of their older or younger olleagues) [1℄. Teahers

at high shools at various stage realize partiular portions of the material de-

pending on the various quantity of hours. On the other hand, the beginning

of studies at university is a serious hallenge for a young man. Appearing

in a ompletely new environment, oming aross a new system of work and

eduation, operating in new realities with di�erent requirements � this is the

problem for high shool student at the beginning of the studies.

Universities try to undertake various ations whih ought to make easier

student's entry in the new reality and to help math new requirements. They

have also notied the program di�erenes and very often organized equalizing

lessons for new students. Suh help is organized using various ways, forms and

knowledge depending on needs and possibility. Fousing attention on tehno-

logial development of soiety, aessibility to various soures of knowledge

exhanged by Internet et., we should use available resoures for suh lessons.

in this situation, using of suitable ICT tools an support the proess of learn-

ing, improve it, an make problems, terms and questions more aessible for

students. Suh a didati material an be partly realized in traditional way,

during study at the university, and partly by Internet, e.g. by e-learning plat-

form. It ertainty allows to save time and �nane, and also it makes possible

individualization of the proess of learning. The projet, whih started up

in 2002 under diretion of dr. T. Ratusi«ski in Institute of Mathematis at

Pedagogial University of Craow, is an example of suh a material [2℄. It

is an answer to the abovementioned laks, a trial of solution of the appeared

problem.

2. Course of geometry

A ourse of elementary geometry is one of subjets realized in �rst year of

studies sine years. It is pereived as very useful for young students starting

not easy mathematial studies. The subjet area and the way of realization of

its urriulum an help students to understand what higher mathematis is,

and also to beome aquainted with its speial language. In the urriulum

there is a large part of material onentrated on transformations (e.g., the

properties of isometry, similarity of �gures or geometrial onstrutions).
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Young students beginning studies at a high shool should �ll laks for the

short time. In view of the range of hanges in the urriulum, this is a very

serious problem. That is why the e-learning ourse of elementary geometry

was reated as a supplement to studies realized in traditional way (Figure 1).1

Figure 1. The main page of the ourse.

Contents of teahing were organized in themati bloks. The respetive

parts of the ourse are onentrated on onrete transformations, for exam-

ple, suh as main isometries, entral symmetry, axial symmetry, translation

symmetry, translation, rotation, similitude, similitarity, onhoid transforma-

tion, the power of a point, inversion, some kind of �glued� transformation and

many others.

All units onsistituting the whole ourse are losely related with eah other.

Materials relating to respetive transformations ontain links to essential on-

tents at the atual stage. All pages of the whole projet have standardized

graphi and ardinal omponents and navigation. Students often have prob-

lems with understanding the idea of a new aquainting term. Working with

abstrat terms, it is often hard to assimilate them or imagine a suitable model.

That is why the prinipal part of presented materials inlude theoretial knowl-

edge whih students ought to assimilate during study.

1The legends in Figures being sreen images are in Polish.
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Students an beome familiar with terms, their de�nitions and properties

in easy way thanks to utilization of interative onstrutions made with DGS

(Dynami Geometry Systems) like GeoGebra (Figure 2). The huge advantage

of suh a solution is the possibility of their multi-regeneration. Utilization of

interative onstrutions helps to analyze deeper mathematis problems step

by step. Students an also modify geometrial objets used in the onstrution

and observe positions or others properties of onstruted �gures. It is possible,

for example, to disover terms, to observe properties of �gures, to notie how

a �gure hanges in transformation depending on its shape or initial bearing.

Suh an approah makes it possible to look at the whole ontents and also

failitates investigation of speial ases.

Figure 2. Interative de�nition of similarity.

Proofs are essential omplements to the theoretial part of the ourse. Ap-

plying the formal notation, saving logial sequene of reasoning, the proofs

are next ativities whih are not easy for students. In the ourse, proofs are

often introdued in interative way.

Students an analyze the presented notation and observe illustrating �gures

in the part of materials. Sometimes a proof is important to learn itself, and in

suh a situation interative didati material an manage students to beame

an ative author of them (Figure 3). For example, the text of the proof is
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displayed on a sreen step by step and ontains ertain gaps whih should be

�lled in with orret statements. The only way to pass eah step of proof is

to hoose the orret answer. Interesting solutions used in the ourse are tips

whih appear after inorret answers. They ought to help students to orret

their mistakes. In suh a way a omputer beomes a helper in the proess of

getting knowledge, and a student is not only a reproduer of skilled theory,

but beomes its reator.

Figure 3. Example of short ative proof.

The ourse also ontains various types of tasks and problems. Using the

ourse, solving the problems, students an evaluate not only their knowl-

edge and aquired skills, but also the stage of understanding the properties

of transformations. A part of problems should be oneived so that their

solution allows us to make ertain observations, notie properties and make

orret notations. There are many types of tests, for example, a single and

multiple hoie, a task to make opinion about truth of a statement (Figure 4),

a problem of the type TRUTH/FALSE, a omplementing text with gaps and

others.

Every time when students display eah page of the ourse, all the problems

are �new�, they regenerate. This allows to avoid mehanial approah to solved

problems. Order of problems or answers hanges eah time automatially

(numerial data also hange). Eah time a omputer shows only a part (hosen

problems) from the large base of questions and tasks. Additionally, the ourse
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has lists of themati tasks in text �les whih students an use for independent

repeating the omposed material.

The huge advantage of material prepared in suh a way is individualization

of learning proess. A student himself deides how he an work with the

ourse. The aessibility of material, the way and form of work with it allows

students to deide how muh they are engaged and how many time they spend

on it. Students an pass the hosen part of materials many times for repetition

or for supplement knowledge.

Figure 4. Example of self evaluation task.

Some fragments of the ourse also ontain additional tips and information

whih students an display if they reognize that they need them. There are

also some uriosity fats in the ourse suh as, for example, physial look at

mathematial transformations, materials relating to utilization of geometry in

physis, and also some popular mathematial theorems and �gures of their

disoverers.

3. Conlusions

The desribed ourse an be used by e-learning platform or by Internet

website (what is more and more popular solutions). Suh an approah to pro-

ess of teahing / learning based on traditional method supported by online
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materials (blended learning) allows us to approah mathematis in the fun-

tional way. The bases of this oneption were founded by A.Z. Krygowska,

and she said that it is unusually essential oneption beause �the e�ient

harater of mathematis omes out in the pupil mathematial language in

every situation� [3℄.

The desribed oneption onentrate on solving problems through exeut-

ing onsiously ations. Pupils an name and rank them. The searh of the

solution an be ative: the use of the method of tests and mistakes, or through

utilization of already known shemes. The use of suh e-learning ourse al-

lows us to pass every stage of the solution step by step. A teaher is able to

organize sensible problemati situations and lead pupils from onrete ations

through oneivable ones to mathematial abstrations.

The ourse based on blended learning method has one more advantage �

the phenomenon of soial failitation [4℄. It onsists in suh a fat that new

material is assimilated more easily without observers. The stress does not

generate, a pupil does not at under the pressure. He works in the own pae,

in onditions onvenient for him. A teaher ought to turn the attention at

this fat when planning work for students. The �rst ontat with some new

problems an be held by e-learning platform.

The desribed didati material was prepared, used and veri�ed in lasses

with students of the �rst years of mathematis studies during several last years.

The presented ourse turned out be also helpful for pupils of high shools

interested in mathematis. Utilization of units of the ourse is possible as the

whole ourse and as respetive fragments. The ourse is also perfetly suitable

as a material for use at extended lessons at high shool (during additional

ativities) as well as a material for �lling laks of students knowledge at the

beginning of mathematis studies.
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